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CONVERTING YOUR HOME FOR AGING IN by Lin Whitley
When I bought my house in 1989, I wasn’t thinking about aging at home. I was a single mom with two young boys, and a
fellow teacher who lived in the neighborhood mentioned that this house was for sale. Even though I had lived in Lexington for
fourteen years, I had never been on Lackawanna Road. When I walked in, I knew it was the one: a brick house in the Glendover
School District. When I married Barry, a construction supervisor, in 1993, he offered to build us a new house, but we agreed,
instead, to put our energies into this house. Since I am only the third owner, there hadn’t been too many hands in the pot of
working on the place, and the bones were good.
Flash ahead thirty years to 2019. The enclosed step down addition/den on the back of the house had outlived its
usefulness, and was falling into a state of disrepair, having been constructed as cheaply as possible by the previous owner in
the 1970s. We decided it had to go, and something better, more attractive, and more practical had to be constructed.
Barry and I took some measurements and sketched up some ideas, which we presented to a builder in February of
2019. Well, we all know what happened in March with covid-19, and our best-laid plans were laid waste with the problems of
getting materials and labor during the pandemic. The dream of a new room lived on, and the sketches morphed into something
we liked more with each drawing, and by June of 2021 we had all the permits and were ready to roll. Demolition started, and in 2
days the old room was a memory, and we had filled the dumpster. What a good feeling.
Over the next four months, progress continued with only a few hitches. Our construction consultant and Barry
scheduled all of the subcontractors. While we want this room to be used as a family room, we kept in mind things that would
make life easier for us as we age. Having recently cared for my aging mother, we have a good feeling for what we might need.
What we now have is a lovely big room, a large bathroom, and a closet, but we took special care to make design choices
that will make our chances of aging at home a reality. The door openings are clear width 32”. The crawlspace foundation was
raised to make the hardwood floor transition from the existing structure to the new addition seamless, eliminating the step
down that was there before. The room is large enough to be an awesome primary bedroom with plenty of space to get around
with a walker or wheel chair if (heaven forbid) we ever find ourselves in that situation. The windows and patio doors bring an
abundance of light into the room.
The bathroom floor is completely waterproofed, and it has a smooth transition into the large shower stall with a teak
bench. While we currently have a glass door, it could easily be removed to accommodate a wheelchair. Behind the wall tile, we
blocked in four grab bars, and we installed an overhead rain shower as well as a long handheld shower head. The toilet is
“comfort height” and we installed a Bio Bidet 2000 seat that has options for heated seat, water, and fan.
The walk in closet, with its tiled floor, is plumbed and wired for a stacked washer and dryer. Our washer and dryer are
in the basement now, and they are fairly new, but when the time comes to replace them, or if we are not able to manage the
stairs, we will get some that will fit in the closet.
Is our room addition ADA approved? Not quite. Will it work for us? Yes. We are not old, but someday we will be, and we
want to stay in our home as long as possible. Our house has always been a place for family and friends to gather. Our children
and our grandchildren fill our home with joy, and happy memories are made here.
For additional information about aging in place recommendations and ADA requirements, you can check out these articles here:
https://caringvillage.com/2016/01/18/how-to-implement-ada-requirements-in-home/
https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/2010ADAStandards/2010ADAstandards.htm

LET’S TALK ABOUT TREES:
- Historic Trees
Did you know that ALL trees with a trunk diameter of more than 10” are considered
historic trees in our neighborhood? So before one goes to chop it down, they will need to get the
historic department to sign off on it. Without a permit, cutting down one of these trees is
considered a code violation. Please be aware that many of the older trees, particularly the pin
oaks and the ashes, are dying off, and no tree that is considered endangering to its environment
will be subject to remain. Historic primarily seeks to maintain healthy established trees.

- KU Clear Cutting of Trees (this post cites wkyt.com “WKYT Investigates the Roots of KU’s Tree Removal Plan”)
There have been recent developments with Kentucky Utilities wanting to clear cut all trees under public power lines.
According to documents filed with the Public Service Commission, tree trimming schedules were based on vegetation
growth, cycle-last trim date, reliability data and visual inspections. So it was considered a “just-in-time” tree trimming based
on quarterly inspections. In 2019 though, KU began implementing a new vegetation management program that includes
“identification and removal of hazard trees, cycle based clearing of transmission line corridors, and widening of maintained
areas around targeted lines.” This new management program essentially became a proactive mandate of cutting trees down
before they pose a problem; and by problem, this is any tree that can reach a mature height of 15 feet (which is essentially
every tree) will be removed from transmission line right of ways. Due to this change, neighborhoods within Lexington, and
Lexington leaders have expressed their unhappiness to KU.
In November 2020, the council passed a resolution that “roundly condemns Kentucky Utilities’ extreme and
unilateral tree removal practice of clear-cutting trees…that pose no immediate threat to electric service.” In July, threatening
further regulations, council members asked Mayor Linda Gorton to negotiate an agreement with KU about the clear cutting
of trees. The Mayor is set to meet with KU’s CEO to talk about these issues as KU’s new plan is in direct conflict with many of
the programs set forth by LFUCG and non-profits in Lexington, that look to increasing the canopy of Fayette county. Please
check out Reforest the Bluegrass, Trees Lexington, and the LFUCG Tree Committee for additional information. We urge all
Pensacola Park residents to write to the Mayor’s office: mayor@lexingtonky.gov and express your concern about tree cutting
coming to our neck of the woods. If KU is going to be aggressive about clear cutting trees then we should be equally
assertive in expressing our desire to keep our canopy. PPNA has planted over 30 trees in this neighborhood since its
formation, and we will continue to plant more with grants that come in.

OUTDOOR KITTIES
Over 25% of U.S. homes have cats (a total > 58 million cats), our pet-loving neighborhood is probably on par with that
statistic. So it’s not a surprise to see cats roaming around outdoors. Some of them are strays, abandoned by their owners who
moved, others are intentionally let outdoors by their owners not wanting to deprive their furried loved one of their natural
instincts of being in the fresh air and sunshine. But with all outdoor cats, there comes a price. Aside from the looming issue of
one’s cat developing severe illnesses such as feline leukemia, feline AIDS, feline distemper, upper respiratory infections, and
feline infectious peritonitis; or parasites like fleas, ticks, ear mites, intestinal worms, or ringworm (infectious to humans), they
can also be subjected to safety issues. Pensacola Park borders a very busy street, so cars are always an issue; loose dogs may
kill a cat, so will wildlife like foxes and sometimes even raccoons; and surprisingly even trees can pose an issue for cats that can
get stuck up in one and become dehydrated or starve.
Another price one pays for outdoor cats is the substantial toll that they take on their environment. Predation by
domestic cats is the number-one direct, human-caused threat to birds in the United States and Canada, according to the
American Bird Conservancy. 2.4 billion birds are killed by cats annually in the U.S alone; and according to the Smithsonian
Conservation Biology Institute and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the mammalian kill count
is even higher, ranging from 6.9 billion to 20.7 billion annually. George H. Fenwick, of the
American Bird Conservancy writes, “the very high credibility of this study should finally put to
rest the misguided notions that outdoor cats represent some harmless new component to the
natural environment. The carnage that outdoor cats inflict is staggering and can no longer be
ignored or dismissed.”
PPNA wanted to address this in an article because we have seen emails and Facebook
posts relating to cats in the neighborhood killing birds, cats in the neighborhood being lost,
and unknown cats roaming around (particularly after someone has moved). So please, if you
own a cat, and want it to be outdoors, keep an eye on them; letting them run free in the
neighborhood has a myriad of issues, as listed above. If you see a cat that you believe may be a
stray or feral, it’s best to call the Lexington humane society at 859-233-0044. A great no-kill
center called Paws 4 the Cause will help find a new home for the abandoned kitty; you can call
them at 859-619-9190.
HOW TO ORDER A PENSACOLA PARK EMBLEM
Please visit our website www.pensacolapark.org to order any emblems,
or write us at pensacolapark@gmail.com. Payment is via paypal, check,
or cash. There are three types of emblems you can order:
-

Flag. Comes in three colors: 2’x3’ Black, Green, Red ($85)
Metal Plaque. Comes in two sizes: 8x8 ($165) and 5x5 ($80)
Stickers. Comes in eight different colors ($2 each)

PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING TO PENSACOLA PARK NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
As an organization we do not currently collect any neighborhood association dues, instead we function off of grants, fundraisers,
and donations from the neighborhood. Donations allow us to go after matching grants, buy trees to increase our canopy, improve
street conditions, throw community events, and be able to print this newsletter. If you would like to donate, you can either:
(1) Drop off Cash or Check to our GREEN PPNA mailbox at 107 Lackawanna Rd / (2) Use Paypal @ pensacolapark@gmail.com

ABOUT PENSACOLA PARK PRESERVATION SOCIETY AND PENSACOLA PARK NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
Pensacola Park Preservation Society is a non-profit 501(c)3 formed by Pensacola Park Neighborhood Association in order to bring together residents and businesses located in
the Pensacola Park Nationally Registered Historic Boundary, for the common good of (1) preserving the historic integrity and resources of the area; (2) creating an environment
that promotes sustainable and appropriate growth for the neighborhood; (3) providing historic education and assistance to those in the Pensacola Park Neighborhood for the
preservation and rehabilitation of historic homes, structures, and landscapes; and (4)Unifying and being representative of all the original streets in the Pensacola Park Historic
boundary. Also check us out online at www.pensacolapark.org, and follow us on Facebook @ Pensacola Park Neighborhood Association.
If you have any questions or would like to submit topics or op-eds to Pensacola Park Post, please feel free to write us at pensacolapark@gmail.com. If you would like to stop
receiving the free monthly post, please write us and put “stop post” in the heading, along with your physical address. Thank you.

Pensacola Park Neighborhood Association (PPNA) and Pensacola Park Preservation Society (PPPS), our nonprofit, are not
affiliated with WGPL Neighborhood Assocation. PPNA/PPPS represent ALL streets in Pensacola Park Historic District,
including: Goodrich, Lackawanna, Nicholasville, Norfolk, Penmoken, Pensacola, Rosemont, Suburban, and Wabash.

